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EKISKA winter valve actuated brake system is the
most reliable and economical system available, while
providing unprecedented brake system performance,
and the best price/performance ratio available today.
TECHNOLOGY EKISKA throttle valves are the only
throttle valves on the market that are specially
designed for use with winter shutdown systems, to
provide maximum protection and maximum cost
effectiveness. These two reasons are what drive us to
continue developing more and more innovative
technology, because we believe the technology
development and improvement we can make on the
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products we sell will eventually lead to the elimination
of all the problems that still exists in the current
braking systems on the market. EKISKA throttle
valves have successfully passed all requirements and
tests, and are qualified to be used in the gas as well as
the diesel engine industry. The entire range of
EKISKA throttle valves is designed and developed to
the highest standards of precision engineering and
quality control. Our throttle valves for Winter
shutdown applications are a leading first choice of
brake & clutch manufacturers worldwide. Function
EKISKA throttle valves are of an integral throttle
design with well lubricated internal mechanism.
EKISKA throttle valves are sealed so as to be very
resistant to fluid and motor oil contamination. The
throttle response is quick and accurate. Our throttle
valves are designed to have extremely low, and very
smooth running. EKISKA throttle valves offer a valve
life that provides a 30+ year service life. EKISKA
throttle valves are the ideal replacement for the throttle
linkage on heavy duty vehicles.Update on Tortoise
Racing Series 2019: - A new set of rules will be
developed over the summer and implemented this year.
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The change will be made gradual to avoid a lag
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